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Light blogging is the fourth WEB communication way after BBS, blog 
andmicroblog. Light blogging system can provide personalized service for different 
users, especially for the teachers and students building a good network 
communication environment. So to develop the campus light blogging system is very 
important for promoting the campus cultureaand enriching the campus life. 
The paper analyzes the present situation and development of the current state of 
the light blogging and studies the overall architecture of the system.The system uses a 
three-tier architecture, ASP.NET, which has realized the separation of the logic 
processing and data access to reduce the dependencies between layer and layer and to 
make the project structure and division of labor  more clear, more scalable. That is 
conducive to the late maintenance and improvement. Interface design focuses on the 
availability and rationality, beauty and simplicity. It combines with JavaScript and 
CSS stylesheets to realize web effects and to improve the considerable page. Demand 
for campus light blogging system are analyzed in detail. The campus light blogging 
system function module design is completed on the basis of that. Database design 
model theory is helpful to complete campus light blogging system database design. 
Guided by the analysis and design and theoretical study completes the campus light 
blogging system coding implementation. Unit testing and integration testing is used in 
the process of encoding implementation with  final system test for the whole light 
blogging system. 
The actual application of campus light blogging system  shows that this system 
can replace the campus BBS. It provides a new way to strengthen the communication 
and understanding between teachers and students, promoting teaching experience 
sharing and learning life sharing. It also better shows the teachers and students style. 
Abundant teaching resource accumulates through the campus light blogging system 
data accumulation to promote the university teaching. 
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到业界的看好。仅在 2011 年 5 月 16 日一天，Tumblr 页面浏览量就达 2.5 亿，6




他等[4]。在这其中，点点网发展趋势 快速：2011.2 月成立了点点网，同年 4-7
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表 2.1 轻博客系统的质量要求 
序号 需求名称 需求描述 
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